
HITTING IT BIG
BY KEEPING IT SMALL

TLBB MANIFESTO



We’re not just a team, we’re a family.
It’s a pretty small family (for now), but we’re proud of it.



No complex hierarchy means 
communication is streamlined.

Better positioned to take on 
risks and adapt to change.

Projects turnaround in a 
fraction of the time.

Why? There’s strength in 
small numbers.



We don’t want to get big 
for the sake of getting big.

Steady expansion over the 
years means we’re poised 
for the next phase of our 
evolution.

Our growth
strategy is to be
deliberate.



We’re about being in 
business and keeping 
the team together for 
the long haul - 
everyone, together.

How? 
We put a premium on 
respect. We keep things 
honest & transparent. We 
value what each person 
brings to the table.



Simply put, we take care 
of each other.



TLBB MANIFESTO



There’s nothing worse than a 
project that never ends.
Asking questions sets clear goals 
from the get-go, so we nail it right 
the first time.

We ask questions. A lot of questions.
Being interested in things keeps us 
interesting. 
It helps us deliver insight that excites.

*mic drop*



No question is a 
bad question.

We bet these ones will get your imagination running too.



If you had 2,000 unread emails and could only answer 10, 
which ones would you choose to answer?

Would you rather always say everything on your mind or 
never speak again?

How would you convince someone to do something they 
didn’t want to do?

What’s the most memorable thing you’ve seen online recently?

Teach us something we don’t know in the next five minutes.

What’s a holiday that doesn’t exist that you’d like to create?



See what we mean?
Question-asking makes for better banter during 
brainstorming sessions. It keeps us open to new 

ideas, trends and creative possibilities.



TLBB MANIFESTO



We put in the heart work.
That means, we do what we do out of love. 

More importantly, we love the folks we do it for 
- our clients.

We are committed to your success.

Want to see if you’re a fit for the TLBB family? 
Read on.



Be the voice, not an echo.
No two briefs are the same. No 
two clients have the same 
expectations. So, we go out of our 
way to give you custom solutions.



We’re consultants just as much as
we are creators, and we’re

interested in value creation. 

Distinguish sense from 
nonsense.



The best working relationships
always happen when both
parties treat it as a partnership.
You’re buying into our creative
ideas, not just our service set.

Little wine, all the time.



Passion is priceless.
Our clients don’t deserve 

half-baked work. If you’re anything 
like us, you’re looking to create 

something you can be proud of.



TLBB MANIFESTO



This is a little slice of 
Shangri-La where work is play.

If you’re looking for strictly-business folks, you’ll 
be disappointed.

We’re made out of quirky, lovable personalities - 
and we know how to have a good time on and off 
the clock.

We’ve got...



The Introspective Folks

The Loud-Hailers

&



The Obsessively Neat

The Unapologetically Messy

&



Professional Book Nerds

&

Cinephiles



&

The Sincerely Sweet

The Splendidly Silly



&

The Healthy 
Eaters

Nom-Everything 
Grubbers



Miko
The internet has gone to the dogs.
Yeah, our very own resident pupper 
is Insta-famous.



Clown Swanson
Weird is a long-standing birthday 
tradition around here.



Lucy the Ram Skull
Not your typical desk decor. But 
at TLBB, everyone’s welcome.



Ready to let 
loose with us?
Here are our picks for 
the best songs to jam 
out to anytime!



If you would like to 
collaborate or just can’t get 
enough of us, hit us up at
ask@TLBB.com.sg

We love what we do and
we do what we love

We are a tightly-knit family made 
up of diverse personalities

We’ve got insatiable curiosity

In case you didn’t 
get all that...

mailto:ask%40TLBB.com.sg?subject=

	hitting it big
	we're curious
	we're passionate
	we're play friendly
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